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LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY:
Enhancing Study Time Through Competition

Ming Yang, Lindsey Eble, and Patricia Darbishire, College of Pharmacy

BACKGROUND

Pharmacists are tasked with the responsibility of assessing many different aspects of a medication regimen for safety and effectiveness, including the appropriate dose, dosage form, indication for use, possible side effects, drug interactions, and important patient counseling points. They must effectively communicate this information and their recommendations to the patient or patient’s representative, as well as other health care professionals and insurance providers. To wield such a knowledge base and become adept at these skills in high-pressure situations requires a high level of student engagement and full attention to learning (Wang & Degol, 2014). Colleges and schools of pharmacy employ active learning, a variety of technologies, and alternative teaching methods to engage students in learning (Stewart, Brown, Clavier, & Wyatt, 2011).

Creating a competitive environment is one proposed method of improving effort-based learning and attention. Additional evidence is needed to assess the power of competition and its effect on effort and memory in realistic applications (DiMenichi & Tricomi, 2015). A literature search for the use of competitive games to boost engagement and effort provides some evidence of effectiveness. Gamification can be a powerful method of stimulating learning—allowing students to have fun and offering learners a means to safely explore knowledge deficits and strengths in a timely manner (Cain & Piascik, 2015; Janssen, Shaw, Goodyear, Kerfoot, & Bryce, 2015).

Throughout any pharmacy curriculum, lectures focus on medication facts, highlighting distinctive differences and similarities among medications. However, at Purdue University, first-year pharmacy students have a unique opportunity to apply this factual knowledge through actual patient encounters in the Purdue University Pharmacy (PUP), with assistance from upper-level peer mentors. In this hybrid course, students combine this real-life experience with a small group recitation that emphasizes practical skills and provides opportunities for simulations. This fast-track course helps pharmacy students develop into strong practitioners with the skills to advocate and communicate effectively with patients.

This paper describes a unique tool developed and piloted specifically for this course. It is a website called “Study in a Flash.”
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Figure 1 (banner image, above). Pharmacy student using course knowledge to educate a patient about their medication in the Purdue University Pharmacy.
a Flash,” intended to enhance students’ ability to communicate medication information to patients and caregivers, thereby providing a valuable public health service. The specific objectives of this project were to (1) assess students’ baseline study habits in this course, (2) develop a competitive learning tool to enhance study time, and (3) obtain feedback on the utility of the website. By meeting these objectives, the researchers obtained preliminary data on the utility of this competitive study tool to motivate learning material for this course.

**METHODOLOGY**

The Purdue Investigational Review Board (IRB) granted expedited approval for this research project. This website was developed in conjunction with the Engineering Projects in Community Service (EPICS) program at Purdue (EPICS, n.d.). EPICS is a service-learning design program in which teams of students from differing disciplines partner with the local community to address human, community, and environmental needs. Project ideas are submitted by shareholders in the community (in this case, the instructor in the Purdue University Pharmacy course) with the intent that the project would impact human services, access and abilities, and education and outreach. Teams are assigned to projects based on the students’ discipline and skill set, with the goal of connecting students in a mutually beneficial way that positively impacts the community. The student researchers and authors of this paper were past students in the first-year pharmacy course and identified the need to create this novel study tool to help other students learn more effectively and retain the information through reinforcement and competition. The authors provided the medication content and vision for the project, as they collaborated with engineering and computer science students who contributed the technological knowledge to build and troubleshoot the website.

The final product was a website called “Study in a Flash,” which contained facts about the top 100 medications dispensed in a community pharmacy setting. This included brand and generic names, dosage forms, available product strengths, usual adult doses, indication for use, side effects, and counseling points. Students review the information in flash-card format, take quizzes over the material, and, most importantly, challenge their classmates to compete through a timed-quiz format to see who can obtain the highest score. The ten-question quizzes are randomly generated from a pool of questions similar to those that students might see on a weekly quiz in this class. Decoy answers (distractor choices) are selected by an algorithm that removes duplicate answers and ensures that all potential answer choices fit the category of the question. After an answer choice is selected by the user, the correct answer is highlighted in green to provide immediate feedback to students. As shown in Figure 1, when a question is randomly selected, all answer choices arise from the same category, eliminating blatantly obvious incorrect distractors.

After finishing a quiz, a challenge request is sent to another player. When challenged, the new player takes the same quiz and the top scorer wins the round. The tool incorporates an active-learning style, a timed challenge with need for rapid recall, and the competitive aspect of challenging one’s peers. These features offer an alternative study method to help students learn and retain information while having fun.

Pilot sessions were conducted following three recitation sessions of different students. Prior to each session, the voluntary participants were emailed an overview of the website’s purpose as well as step-by-step instructions on how to use the tool. During the pilot, the student researchers provided a visual demonstration on how to use the website. Participants created an account, played through multiple quizzes, and challenged their classmates to at least one head-to-head quiz.

After using the website, participants completed a questionnaire where they provided information on their current study habits in the course and gave feedback on their experience with the website through a series of multiple choice, free response, and Likert-like scaled statements. An abbreviated synopsis of the questionnaire is provided in Table 1. De-identified information was collected after each recitation section and the data was analyzed and thematically reviewed.
Seventy-four first-professional-year students volunteered to participate in the pilot and completed the questionnaire after using the tool. Results were delineated into three basic categories, including baseline characteristics, current study habits, and feedback after using the website. Regarding baseline characteristics, almost half of the participants (47%, n = 35) had no or very limited experience in a community pharmacy setting beyond shadowing opportunities. This is typical of an incoming pharmacy class. Thus, many of the medication facts covered in the class and on the website were relatively new knowledge and concepts.

Table 2 shows baseline study habits for the student participants. About one-third (32%) of students said they only studied once during the week for each quiz, with the majority of students (53%) studying for 1 to 2.5 hours per week.

Table 3 describes current study techniques employed by students in the course. The most common study techniques in order of prevalence include repetitively writing information down, mentally reviewing and then self-quizzing, and using an online study tool such as Quizlet. With their current method of studying, 41% (n = 30) of students predicted that their overall retention rate of information would be 60% or less.

Table 4 describes student perceptions of the study tool after at least one challenge game. The majority of students (70%) felt the study tool was fun and engaging, 73% agreed the tool was easy to use, and 69% said they would use the website as a study tool if it was regularly available. Based on Likert-type question responses (Table 3) and free responses, participants liked the novel concept of this tool’s competitive design, its ease of use, and the multiple-choice question format. The most commonly cited areas for improvement included the capability to include variation in question format (20%) and better visualization of the correct answer (19%). They noted some difficulty with sending and accepting challenges (16%). Overall, 36% of the students stated they would be more likely to use a study method that is competitive in design, but 45% said they were unsure.
Our objectives of this pilot project were threefold. The first was to assess students’ baseline study habits in this course to determine if a tool intended to increase study time and frequency was warranted. The second was to develop a tool that was competitive in nature, which current literature suggests that students would enjoy using. Finally, we needed feedback from students on the utility of the tool to make improvements. These three pieces of information would provide us the preliminary data on whether to consider implementing this tool in the course in future semesters.

At the time the pilot was conducted, this course was assigned only one credit hour, as it was deemed “experiential.” Since then, the course has been recognized for its hybrid nature of didactic, simulated, and real experience content, and thus it was assigned two credit hours. First-year pharmacy students carry a large load of rigorous courses. Therefore, it made sense for us to determine how much time they spent studying for this one-credit-hour course and the relative merit of taking more of their time, no matter how valuable the content. Although not necessarily true, students often equate the importance of material to the number of credit hours assigned to the course. Based on our results, we noted that about one-third of students studied only one day per week and for less than 1.5 hours per week for the weekly quizzes. Anecdotal comments indicated that many students study right before the class quiz (cramming facts), which generally allowed them to pass the quiz, but likely diminished their ability to retain information on a long-term basis. Roediger and Bulter (2011) demonstrated that practice retrieving information often produces large gains in long-term retention relative to just studying, and feedback enhances the benefits of testing. In addition, retrieval practice promotes the acquisition of knowledge that can be flexibly retrieved and transferred to different contexts. They concluded that the power of retrieval practice has important application in education. Long-term retention of material is critical for pharmacy students who must successfully complete a state board exam at the end of their curriculum and apply this knowledge daily throughout their careers. Based on our findings, we believe students should study the medication facts more frequently to assist in long-term retention of knowledge. We feel this tool could encourage students to study more often, based on results that most students found it fun and engaging.

The results of the pilot demonstrate that most students predict their retention rates of class material on a long-term basis to be 60% or less. The course instructor indicated that final exam results obtained over several semesters averaged between 80 and 90%. Knowing that retention of material without continuous application decreases over time, the students may have been correct in their assumptions, not knowing what was to come in the curriculum. In reality, true retention cannot be assessed because medication knowledge is repeated in a variety of courses from differing perspectives, which would confound any attempt to determine true retention of the medication facts learned in this course.

The baseline assessment showed that most students use multiple study techniques to prepare for quizzes, and a large percentage of the students were already investing time to create their own online study tools using websites such as Quizlet. Nearly 70% of students agreed they would be interested in using Study in a Flash to learn new material, thus demonstrating perceived value.

The use of competition to incentivize students is not a technique commonly employed in the pharmacy school curriculum, and only a quarter of students felt they would use this tool in a competitive manner with their friends to study. Interestingly, 43% of students were neutral on using the website competitively; these may be students who could find value in this learning style with increased exposure.

While this website was designed and piloted specifically for a first-year pharmacy course, the concept and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Likert-like question responses.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The study tool is fun/engaging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The study tool is easy to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would use this as a study aid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would play this with my peers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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functionality could be applied to any material requiring memorization and quick recall. Even outside of the academic realm, anyone interested in learning new subject matter could utilize the different functionalities within the website, such as flash cards, quizzes, and friendly competition. One potential group that may benefit from this type of tool would be patients newly diagnosed with a disease state. Health care visits are short and leave little time to discuss medical conditions, educate patients, and reinforce knowledge. Medical jargon can be foreign and overwhelming. If patients and their families were provided access to a mobile website or application where they could actively learn about their disease state and medications by playing games with each other, the information may seem less daunting.

The potential applications of this pilot website are numerous, but not without limitations, as technical challenges exist. The quiz generator does not always generate four answer choices, and the correct answer is not always revealed before moving to the next question. Text may appear differently on the screen depending on the web browser used, and the process to challenge one another was described by some students as cumbersome. In addition, the website could be more visually appealing. Although the participants were voluntary and the pilot was not conducted by the instructor, they knew the project was potentially associated with their course. Potential types of bias could include social desirability, extreme responding, and demand characteristics, among others. A larger study size would provide more robust information and feedback. If the tool is employed in the future, the researchers suggest correlating website use with student quiz grades to help demonstrate the efficacy of using this competition tool to engage learners.

While reflecting on our experiences throughout this project, we realized how much we learned. Working as part of an interprofessional team was invaluable. We learned how to utilize the different team member skill sets effectively and respect each other’s knowledge. Communication between different disciplines was difficult at times, but it taught us how to more clearly express our ideas. The project took much longer than expected, teaching us patience, as things often did not often go as planned. This project gave us an opportunity to take ownership of an idea and see it to fruition despite setbacks. We were motivated by seeing the potential long-term value not only to the students, but also to the ultimate consumer of pharmacy services—the patients and their caregivers. We believe we may be able to help fill a need in our community. We realized we have a lot more to
learn about the effectiveness of different study tools that engage students, and we want to continue investigating how best to motivate students and promote learning.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the pilot, we believe Study in a Flash could be a positive addition to the common set of study methods pharmacy students use on a daily basis. As students proceed through the curriculum, courses become more rigorous. Therefore, students have an inherent desire to find new ways to maximize time spent studying. While the competitive aspect may not be the most compelling part of this tool, the pilot helped demonstrate the importance of finding engaging ways to help students study material more frequently to increase retention of content. We believe there may be additional uses for this website, including other classes and topic areas, as well as using it to help provide patient education about disease states. The content can be customized to meet the needs of any individual and can provide a fun alternative to current study methods.
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